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EUSO-SPB2 is a long duration balloon experiment that will fly two optical astroparticle
telescopes; a fluorescence telescope and a Cherenkov telescope. These telescopes have a
0.1◦ pointing resolution requirement. The telescope of interest is the on-board Cherenkov
telescope that rotates above/below the Earth’s limb to observe extensive air showers and tau
neutrinos backgrounds. Rotating the Cherenkov telescope induces motion in the gondola.
If motion in the gondola exceeds the 0.1◦ resolution requirement, data may be affected.
This thesis analyzes and simulates this telescope induced gondola motion to determine if
dampening methods are required before data collection begins. Lagrangian mechanics is used
to describe the gondola and super pressure balloon flight train as a rigid double pendulum.
The simulation model is additionally tested against a wood built small-scale payload with
an internal rotating telescope. The small-scale internal telescope is rotated at three different
speeds and the motion of the payload is measured with an inertial measurement unit. This is
repeated with the payload suspended in two different configurations. With this experimental
basis, the simulation model accurately scales to the measured motion of the different motors
and payload suspensions used. The simulation model is then built for the EUSO-SPB2
payload and flight train. Results predicted telescope induced gondola motion of φ ≤ 0.008◦.
With proven confidence in the simulation model, EUSO-SPB2’s on-board telescopes’ data
will not be affected by the Cherenkov telescope rotation.
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Scientific balloon flight trains are sensitive dynamical systems with little to no natural
damping. A pendulum model is often used to describe the motion in the balloon flight train
[1, 2]. The flight train of a scientific balloon consists of all the components from the payload
to the balloon. The lifting balloon is the origin, the connecting steel cable ladders are the
pendulum arms, the individual joints are bob masses (e.g. circular termination fittings or
truck plate), and a rigid body for the payload at the bottom of the flight train. Even when
float altitude is reached, on board gyroscope data shows frequent pitch, roll and yaw motion
which is inherent to this chaotic dynamical system. Depending on the payload’s mission
objectives, the motion may need to be accounted for by either passive natural damping or
stability reaction wheels.
This thesis reconstruct a semi-realistic Lagrangian pendulum model for the Extreme Uni-
verse Space Observatory on a Super-Pressure Balloon 2 (EUSO-SPB2) payload and balloon
flight train simulating its rigid body motion. Aboard this payload are two telescopes: fluo-
rescence and Cherenkov. The pointing resolution of the telescopes are a 0.1◦. The motion
of interest is EUSO-SPB2’s Cherenkov telescope with its planned rotation in the pitch (el-
evation) angle direction by ±6◦or +6/-90◦. This pitch motion is distributed through the
payload and flight train. Motion greater than the telescope’s pointing resolution may affect
data therefore, this motion must be understood. Simulating the motion provides insight on
how much the payload may rotate and how long it takes for the induced motion to dampen
below 0.1◦. Other balloon missions often compare their pendulum simulations to post flight
data but do little to test the accuracy of the simulations pre-flight. To test the simula-
tion model, a small-scale wood constructed payload with an internal telescope is built. The
small-scale payload is suspended in two rope configurations and its telescope is rotated at
three different motor speeds. The pitch angle of the small-scale payload is measured when




This section provides a background to EUSO-SPB2 and scientific ballooning as an appeal-
ing high altitude experimental platform. Scientific balloon borne experiments have numerous
advantages with mission feasibility such as budget cost, payload weight and launch logis-
tics. High altitude ballooning experiments experience the same challenges as satellites for
accuracy requirements. Depending on the payload, reaction wheels and motion dampening
practices may need to be applied to the balloon flight train for adequate data collection.
2.1 Scientific Ballooning
Scientific ballooning provides an inexpensive and cost effective route for near space exper-
iments. High altitude balloon borne programs operate in a region of Earth’s atmosphere from
20 - 80 km depending on the payload. Two main types of balloons exists for use: super-
pressure balloons (SPB) and zero pressure balloons. EUSO-SPB2 uses a super-pressure
balloon to reach an altitude of 33 km. Super-pressure balloons posses a long duration flight
capability with minimal dips in altitude compared to zero pressure balloons [3]. SPBs are
sealed helium pressurized thermal systems that limit the severity of altitude dips during pe-
riods of extreme heating or cooling. Unlike SPBs, zero pressure balloons are designed with
open vents releasing lifting gas. The volume of the lifting gas fluctuates with the environ-
ment’s change in temperature and the release of this gas limits its flight duration. With SPB,
the duration of these flights give missions the ability to do near space experiments for about
100 days, with a current record flight of 135 days with TRAVALB-2 [4]. Scientific ballooning
is also used as an experimental platform for future space missions. Such a platform can test
equipment and conduct experiments before bigger space projects are pursued. EUSO-SPB2
will be the second attempt at using this ballooning strategy after EUSO-SPB1 experienced
a flight termination after 11 days. The information gained from the EUSO-SPB missions
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is used for future space missions such as Probe of Extreme Multi-Messenger Astrophysics
(POEMMA). POEMMA is an orbiting satellite that will measure ultra-high energy cosmic
rays (UHECRs) and cosmic neutrinos from space.
2.2 EUSO
The Extreme Universe Space Observatory (EUSO) group is dedicated to learning about
Ultra High Energy Cosmic rays (UHECRs) on the magnitude E > 5 × 109 eV. Since the
established discovery of UHECRs in 1961 with an energy exceeding E > 1.0×1020 eV [5], their
sources and acceleration mechanisms remain unknown. The measurement is challenged by an
extremely low flux of a few UHECR per km2 per century[6]. Previous endeavors searching for
UHECR includes EUSO’s first attempt of ballooning with the 2014 EUSO-Balloon project.
A simple rectangular payload was equipped with the JEM-EUSO PDM (photo detector
module) and used to detect extensive air showers by observing calibrated UV–led and Xe
flashers and tracks of laser shots emitted from a helicopter[7].
Figure 2.1: Evolution of JEM EUSO Missions[8].
Similar pre-flight calibration tests were done for the fluorescence telescope being used
on EUSO-SPB1[9]. EUSO-SPB1 took flight on April 24th, 2017 from the NASA balloon
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launch site in Wanaka (New Zealand). This was an important first step at testing near
space (stratosphere) measurements for UHECR, high energy photons and cosmogenic tau
neutrinos. To do so, a UV fluorescence detector was faced looking down on the atmosphere
from suborbital space recording extensive air showers (EAS) and background UV radiation.
Over 27 hours of data was taken in air shower detection mode during the 12-day flight over
the Pacific Ocean[10]. Despite early termination, the mission was essential for the EUSO-
SPB2 project and the later POEMMA satellite mission. The evolution of EUSO’s missions
is shown in Figure 2.1.
2.3 EUSO-SPB2
EUSO-SPB2 is the current project set to launch in 2023. The objective for this mission
is to measure PeV and EeV-scale cosmic rays, and optical backgrounds that could mimic
tau neutrino interactions in the Earth’s limb. EUSO-SPB2 would also search for optical
signatures consistent with the upward-going candidate events that the Antarctic Impulse
Transient Antenna (ANITA) reported[8]. EUSO-SPB2’s payload includes two telescopes
each with 1 meter diameter apertures and 0.1 degree resolution accuracy; one for fluorescence
detection and the other is for Cherenkov detection. The telescopes are positioned as seen in
Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: EUSO-SPB2 SolidWorks CAD model with the UV fluorescence telescope on the
left side and the Cherenkov telescope on the right side[11].
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Figure 2.3: Visual representation of EUSO-SPB2 mission phenomena of interest[11].
The fluorescence telescope collects data in the UV spectrum at an EeV energy scaling.
The data seeks to look for instances of nearly horizontal EAS as well as background radiation.
The scientific motivation for this will provide a unique channel to tune hadronic interaction
models at ultra-high energies, and may elucidate the reason why ultrahigh-energy cosmic
ray (UHECR) showers observed by ground-based detectors contain more muons than ex-
pected from existing hadronic interaction models[12]. The Cherenkov telescope will measure
air showers above/below the Earth’s limb and tau neutrino backgrounds. This telescope is
rotated with a stepper motor and gear reducer. Similar to other ballooning projects with ro-
tating telescopes[13–15], the telescope that is being rotated induces motion in the payload’s
center of mass (COM). Motion generated in the payload’s COM is shared with all bodies
connected to it. Considerations must be made in respect to the payload’s on-board instru-
ments. With the potential to distort data, the severity of these possible motions require an
analysis with respect to the required accuracy for measurements.
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2.4 Typical Super-Pressure Balloon Flight Train
The typical super-pressure balloon flight trains consist of (starting from the top-down)
the super-pressure balloon and a circular termination fitting. Short metal cables connect a
ring that is equal in diameter to the hole at the center of the termination parachute canopy[1].
The ring acts as an automatic burst detector. The parachute canopy connected to this ring
measures approximately 60 meters (depends on payload) and is connected to another sim-
ilarly sized ring. Due to the elastic nature of the parachute, this is the first instance of a
torsional spring segment in the flight train. Torsional spring motion can result in winding up
the connecting segment, shortening its length and causing vertical oscillations and azimuthal
motion. The electronic termination instrument package is found below the parachute canopy.
The parachute impact separator includes a steel cable ladder for an additional 15 - 60 meters
to create space between the payload and the parachute. This steel cable ladder is the second
source for torsional motion. The cable ladder is connected to a truck plate. Connecting to
the truck plate are four metal cables that hold onto the top plane corners of the payload[16].
Figure 2.4 on the next page shows the basic flight train used on SPBs. This is the flight
train that is used on EUSO-SPB1 and EUSO-SPB2. Depending on the payload, motors may
be required to control a telescope’s roll, pitch, yaw angles. This is not a trivial task due
to Newton’s third law. To account for such, motion stabilization practices are developed to
counteract this equal but opposite motion which resides when controlling pitch, roll, and yaw.
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Figure 2.4: Example flight train of a super-pressure balloon.
2.5 Similar Balloon Missions with Rotating Telescope and Motion Stabilization
Due to the configuration of a super-pressure balloon flight train, it has been observed that
this mechanical system exhibits motion similar behavior to that of a multi-link pendulum.
An example includes the termination fitting joints above/below the parachute canopy. These
rings have unrestricted motion in their pitch φ and roll θ angles. Adding the parachute and
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cable ladder, torsional motion with azimuth ψ rotations and vertical oscillations also occur.
With increasing DOF, small perturbations within the system can cause periods of oscillations
in each of the Euler angles. To counter such motion, different methods of stabilization can
be implemented depending on the desired rotation axis and required accuracy DOF of the
telescope.
Stabilization systems require two parts: the main azmuthial coarse motor and a fine
motor reaction wheel. This is described in the SPIDER balloon-borne telescope mission,
where the goal was to achieve sub-arc minute pointing control accuracy. The reaction wheel
is for fine azmuthial control through the conservation of angular momentum: a torque applied
to the reaction wheel by its motor results in a torque of opposite sign on the gondola. This,
however, must be eventually damped by the coarse azmuthial motor due to the reaction wheel
evidently reaching saturation speed: the speed at which the motor’s back-EMF prevents
further current through the motor winding[15]. Saturation speed also naturally occurs due
to wind sheer and other disturbances in the balloon’s flight train. Typically, these systems
follow a motor torque control loop that uses feedback sensors from on board gyroscopes to
determine an applied angular velocity to the reaction wheel and the coarse motor. A similar
example of a rotating telescope with sub-arc second altitude stabilization is seen with the
project SuperBIT. This is particularly interesting because it includes stabilization of three
DOF: roll, pitch and yaw. This is needed due to their telescope requiring 20 milliarcsecond
image stability over a 0.5 degree field-of-view for integration periods ranging from 10-30
minutes[13].
Motion stabilization is a common practice in high-altitude balloon borne experiments.
For examples of ballooning missions that use these stability practices consider [13–15, 17, 18].
EUSO-SPB2 requires a pointing accuracy of 0.1◦ and is limited to motion in the φ pitch
direction. Only a coarse azmuthial motor is expected to be required. Lagrangian mechanics
is the basis in describing the flight train’s motion and creating the control sequences for these
stability practices. The DOF resolution accuracy of the mission determines the complexity
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of the simulating Lagrangian.
2.6 Goal of Thesis
What separates this thesis from others is that sub-degree pointing methods and its pay-
load motion analysis appear relatively unstudied. The EUSO-SPB2 payload requires 0.1◦
resolution accuracy in the φ pitch direction. As depicted in Figure 2.5 below, SPB2’s ac-
curacy is orders of magnitude less than missions such as SPIDER[15] or SuperBIT [13].
EUSO-SPB2 also only requires 1 DOF (φ pitch) to do data collection.
Figure 2.5: EUSO-SPB2 0.1◦ accuracy comparison to other missions requiring stabilization.
The x axis represents the degrees of freedom (DOF) required by the telescope’s motion
to accomplish data collection. EUSO-SPB2 is not heavily dependent on the azmuthial or
roll direction and the Cherenkov telescope requires an elevation (pitch) change (1 DOF)[8].
SPIDER does a horizontal and vertical scanning motion which requires elevation and azimuth
control (2 DOF) [15]. SuperBIT requires all 3 DOF (elevation, roll, and azimuth)[13]
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Due to such circumstances, the flight train model used to describe EUSO-SPB2 can be
simplified limiting the complexity of the Lagrangian terms. Torsional motion is accounted
for by the course azimuth motor and does not need to be included. The pendulum model
is limited to multiple DOF joints, massless connecting arms and a rigid body as the last
hanging mass. The logic used to develop the pendulum formulation of the SPB flight train
is described in section 3.1. A similar simulation model is also constructed for a small-scale
wood payload with an internal rotating telescope. The small-scale model is suspended in
two different rope configurations to create a methodology of multiple rope suspensions. An
example being the four ropes that hold the payload from the truck plate (as explained in the
parallel axis theorem section). The small wood payload’s internal telescope will be rotated at
three different motor speeds inducing motion in the pitch direction. This induced motion is
measured with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) for orientation, and compared with the
simulation model in the time domain to determine the accuracy of the Lagrangian pendulum
formulation. If the small-scale simulation model can accurately predict the motion in the
small-scale wood model, it adds support that the Lagrangian pendulum formulation can be
used for the EUSO-SPB2 flight train.
2.7 Main Questions addressed in this thesis
• What is the resulting amplitude of motion over time (pitch, roll, and yaw in degrees)
of the gondola after the Cherenkov telescope within the gondola finishes rotating?
• Is this rotation (motion) bigger than 1
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of a degree pointing resolution requirement of
the on board telescopes?




The simulations used in this thesis revolve around a Lagrangian mechanics pendulum
that models the multiple degrees of freedom present within 3D systems. Motion in La-
grange systems is described by the reciprocity of kinetic energy motion and potential energy
restoration. Lagrangian mechanics uses generalized coordinates to describe the positions and
velocities of masses. Euler’s rigid bodies formulations uses the generalized coordinates to
describe how a rigid body responds in their individual rotational frame with respect to the
principle rotation axes at their COM. This is contained within the rigid body’s 3x3 moment
of inertia (MOI) matrix. The MOI describes how the 3D object responds when a torque
or motion is applied. Combining Euler’s rigid body equations and Lagrangian mechanics
produces a linked rigid body system which, as described earlier, is very similar and useful
when analyzing a balloon flight train’s motion. The pendulum model is created based off
the available DOF in the SPB flight train.
3.1 Model Setup
To construct a Lagrangian pendulum model, the balloon flight train of EUSO-SPB1 in
Figure 3.1 is analyzed for its joints that connect the flight train components. EUSO-SPB1 is
used as the example flight train since its the same as the one being used on EUSO-SPB2. The
super-pressure balloon (SPB) and its termination fitting is the origin where the pendulum
hangs from. This fitting is treated as a spherical joint with 3 DOF: pitch (φ1), roll (θ1), and
yaw (ψ1). There is no physical structure other than the tension in the cables of the flight
train that restrict the three rotational degrees of freedom. A second ring located below the
parachute has the same 3 DOF. The ring is highlighted in Figure 3.1. SPB2’s simulation
model will not include the second ring’s DOF due to an increase in simulation time. This
will not affect the simulation at EUSO-SPB2’s pointing accuracy requirements. Factors for
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this assumption include the second ring’s insignificant mass compared to the payload and its
location in respect to the flight train. Including this joint was later tested and there was no
change in the results. A steel cable ladder (L1) connects the first circular termination fitting
to the truck plate (M1). The truck plate has 4 steel cables (L2) connecting the payload (M2)
to the rest of the flight train. The truck plate is treated as a universal joint with 2 DOF,
pitch (φ2), roll (θ2).
Figure 3.1: EUSO-SPB1 flight train. The top yellow square shows the rectangular truck
plate connecting the payload. The bottom yellow square shows an example of one of the two
circular termination fittings found between the parachute and SPB.
An example of the flight train component correlation to the pendulum model is shown
in Figure 3.2. Simplifications include ignoring the torsional motion of the parachute and the
steel cable ladder thus, treating them as massless connecting arms. The azimuth orientation
(ψ1) of the ball joint is shared throughout the flight train joints below the ball joint origin.
This creates a double pendulum with 5 degrees of freedom (φ1, θ1, φ2, θ2, ψ1) as seen in
Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: EUSO-SPB1 flight train. The white mass is the SPB (origin) with the circular
termination fitting (Ball joint) connecting the orange mass (parachute, half of L1). A steel
cable ladder (other half of L1) connects the truck plate (M1 - Universal joint) to the ball
joint. Below the truck plate, four steel cables (L2) suspend the payload (M2).
Figure 3.3: Double pendulum simulation model for EUSO-SPB2 with multiple DOF.
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3.2 Lagrangian Mechanics
The Lagrangian formalism is based upon the conservation of energy within a closed
system and the principle of least action. The energy can be defined as two parts: the kinetic
and the potential energy. Kinetic energy is defined through the velocity/angular velocity
vectors of the system. The Newtonian equivalent is defining forces. Potential energy is the
conservation/restoring of the energy with in the system. Examples are gravity or springs.
Combining kinetic and potential energy through conservation produces the equation below
which is defined as the Lagrangian. Where T is the kinetic energy and V is the potential
energy. The Lagrangian is a function that includes all the dynamics of the system.
L = T − V (3.1)
To solve for the equations of motion, Lagrange’s equation is derived with respect to the










Equation 3.2 is a conserved non-holonomic Lagrangian. There are two types of Lagrangians:
holonomic and non-holonomic constraints. Holonomic are restraints based on fixed position
configurations and time. Non-holonomic constraints are dependent on the velocity and
accelerations of the state before the present frame. Before constructing Lagrange’s equation,
the generalized coordinates must be defined.
3.2.1 Generalized Coordinates
Generalized coordinates are used to define the position/velocity of the kinetic and po-
tential energy terms. The chosen coordinate system for this simulation is Cartesian and is
defined as (x, y, z). To define the position within this coordinate system with respect to
an origin, a vector length must be known along with the rotation angle it makes with the
respective x,y,z axis. Euler angles are used to describe the orientation of the vector with
respect to a fixed coordinate system. To describe rotations in 3D space, three rotation ma-
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trices are combined to represent any orientation with respect to any of the three principle
axes. The 3x3 position matrix R used for this simulation is shown below in Y-X-Z order.
R( φi, θi, ψi) =


cos θi cosψi + sinφi sin θi sinψi − cos θi sinψi + sinφi sin θi cosψi cosφi sin θi
cosφi sinψi cosφi cosψi − sinφi
sinφi cos θi sinψi − sin θi cosψi sinφi cos θi cosψi + sin θi sinψi cosφi cos θi


Figure 3.4: Visual representation of Euler principle axis rotations used in this simulation.
The model’s orientation is rotated below the z axis which equates to using the 3rd column
of the rotation matrix to describe the position in 3D space. Due to the Y-X-Z order: the
first row gives the Y position, the second row gives the X position, and the third row gives
the Z position. The rotation angle direction requires a magnitude scaling factor to be a
vector which is the pendulum arm length. The pendulum arm lengths are the length of the
steel cable ladders/parachute in the flight train. The position vectors are used to define the
kinetic and potential energy terms.
3.2.2 Kinetic Energy
The kinetic energy within a system describes the motion of the masses. It is defined
as the work needed to accelerate a body with mass from rest to a stated velocity. The
motion of a mass is separated into two categories: translation and rotation. Translation is
the movement of a point mass (center of mass for rigid bodies) from one point to another
in a non-rotating frame at a velocity v. This is based on the work energy theorem with the
following derivation.
∆T = W =
∫
F(r) · dr =
∫






















Equation 3.3 above is the definition for kinetic translational energy. Where m is the trans-
lational inertia mass of the object and v is the object’s linear velocity. For 3D space, v is a
matrix describing the velocity for each axis.
Rotational kinetic energy is the energy required to rotate a body around its principle
axes of rotation and is a separate frame from translational kinetic energy. Rotational kinetic
energy is specifically for rigid bodies and takes into account the mass distributions within
the body and their resistance to the rotational acceleration about one or more axes. Similar
to its linear translational equivalent, it has the following derivation where v is the velocity,





















For 3D rigid bodies, w is a matrix describing the angular velocity for each principle axis and
I is the 3x3 moment of inertia tensor. To fully describe the kinetic energy of a system with

































The potential energy is defined as a conservative restoring force with examples such as
springs or gravity. With the model presented in Figure 3.3, torsional motion is ignored so






Where g is the acceleration due to gravity, mi is the mass and zi is the height. Each potential
energy term is summed for all of i’th masses to n.
3.2.4 Generalized Forces and Virtual Work
Equation 3.2 is Lagrange’s equation for a conservative system with no forces. Con-
servative means that there are no additional driving/dampening forces in the system thus
conserving energy. To apply external forces such as the torque from rotating the telescope or










Qi is the sum of generalized forces and is separated as conservative (CONS) and non-
conservative (NC) forces. Examples of conservative forces are restoring forces such as gravity
or springs and are taken into account through the potential energy term. Non-conservative
forces are separated into internal and external forces. The internal forces are generalized
coordinate dependent functions. The external forces are predetermined generalized coordi-
nate independent functions. Qi’s mathematical definition is from virtual work and is derived
below.
j = Number of Applied Forces: 1 to n
i = Number of Generalized Coordinates
rj = rj(q1, q2, ...qi)
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fNCj = τj + Fj(qi)
τj is a external predetermined independent control force and Fj(qi) is a internal force de-
pendent on a generalized coordinate. The positions of where these forces are applied depend
on the generalized coordinates of the system. The generalized coordinates in this thesis are
angles based at the joints of the pendulum. Any forces being applied are therefore applied to
the joint where the angle (generalized coordinate) is referenced from. Since the generalized
coordinates are angles, the generalized forces are considered torques.
To apply simple dissipative forces such as friction, Rayleigh’s dissipation function is added
to the generalized forces term Qi. Rayleigh’s function approximates friction acting on par-
ticle a as a non-conservative force linear in its velocities. Its derivation is the following with





where k is a symmetric dissipation matrix that may depend on the time and the positions











Equation 3.8 is the dissipation function. For this thesis simulation, k is an adjusted constant
estimating the observed small-scale payload’s single rope (rope setup described later in sec-













i includes the generalized forces not related to the Rayleigh term. The Lagrange















The torque required to rotate the Cherenkov telescope is applied to the Lagrangian system
through τj. There is also no joint at the payload’s COM to apply the torque. To connect the
torque required to rotate the telescope to the payload’s COM, a torque analysis is applied
and the parallel axis theorem (PAT) is used.
3.3 Telescope Torque Analysis
Applying the telescope’s torque to the payload’s COM is no trivial task in terms of
Lagrangian mechanics. The telescope torque is predetermined prior to the simulation. To
determine the torque required to rotate a rigid body around a respective or combination of
axes, Euler’s rigid body torque equation is used. A quick derivation of Euler’s fundamental
equations of motion for a rotating body is as followed. The torque is separated into the
inertial fixed frame dL
dt












+ w × L
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τ = Iẇ + w × (I · w) (3.10)
L is the angular momentum and is defined as L = Iw, τ is the torque, I is a 3x3 MOI
tensor for the rigid body, ω and ω̇ is the telescope’s motor angular velocity and acceleration.
Equation 3.10 is the minimal amount of torque required to rotate a rigid body at a stated
angular velocity and acceleration. The majority of the torque is applied during the accelera-
tion/deceleration of the rigid body. Smaller torques are from constant velocity components
due to the non-symmetrical components of the MOI matrix.
In rigid body dynamics, there are pure torques and resultant torques. Pure torques are
a direct application of a torque and are shared across the rigid body. A resultant torque is
applied by a force with a moment arm at point A with respect to the object’s COM C [20].
The sum of torques are as follows
τC = τ + rA/C × F (3.11)
where τ is the pure torque, rA/C is the moment arm from the force application point A
to center of mass point C, and F is the force applied. As shown in figure Figure 2.2, the
Cherenkov telescope is located on the right side of the payload. It is rotated with one stepper
motor that is connected to the payload’s structure. An example bracket holding the motor
distributes the torque into force vectors as seen in Figure 3.5
Figure 3.5: Bolt reaction forces from motor induced torque.
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Since our telescope’s torque is not intrinsically shared across the whole payload, it is not
a pure torque. To determine the reactions forces from rotating the telescope, considerations
must be made about its connection to the payload. Figure 3.5 provides an example of
how reactions forces are distributed from a telescope undergoing a pure torque rotation.
This analyzes the torque required to move the telescope and decompose that torque into
equivalent linear forces. The linear force can then be re-applied to an imaginary moment
arm that extends from the gondola’s COM to the linear force’s point of application. To
decompose forces from a known torque and a given moment arm, an assumption must be
made during the derivation.
τ = r × F (3.12)
τ × r = (r × F )× r = −(r × (r × F ))
= −((r.F )r − (r.r)F ) = |r|2F
The assumption that is made for this derivation is restricting the solutions of F to have
zero projection in the direction of r (i.e. tangential projection of the force). Without this






where τ is the torque applied and r is the moment arm. Decomposing the motor’s torque into
resultant forces and then reapplied as a resulting torque results in an equal but oppositely
disbursed DOF motion. The other simpler estimation method would be to apply the torque
require to rotate the telescope directly to the gondola’s rigid body as an opposite pure torque.
The pure torque application method should be used for complex structures or for a worst
case analysis. Decomposing a torque with an imaginary moment arm may lead to a decrease
in the torque’s magnitude for a desired direction. Due to the lack of information regarding
the final payload’s construction, the simple method of applying the telescope’s torque as a
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pure torque is used. Since the pitch φ is the DOF of interest, the torque is applied as a
pure torque where the majority of its magnitude is in the pitch direction. Additional smaller
torque magnitudes are also applied due to non-symmetrical moment of inertia. To apply
this equivalent pure torque to our Lagrangian pendulum model, parallel axis theorem (PAT)
must be used.
3.4 Parallel Axis Theorem
The truck plate joint’s axis of rotation is parallel to the rigid body’s COM rotation axis
and is separated by a distance d. The mathematical definition of PAT is shown where Icom is
the MOI located at the COM, m is the mass of the rigid body, and d is the distance between
parallel axes.
I = Icom +md
2 (3.14)
Equation 3.14 is the simplified mathematical definition of the parallel axis theorem. It is





Icom is the MOI at the center of mass, δij is the Kronecker delta and R is the displacement
vector from the center of mass to the other parallel axis. The generalized coordinate free
notation is as follows where E3 is the 3x3 identity matrix and ⊗ is the outer product [21].
I = Icom +m[(R ·R)E3 −R⊗R] (3.16)
Depending on how the payload is suspended determines how the distance d is defined. This
concept is tested with the small-scale wooden model where it’s suspended in two configura-
tions; single rope and quad rope. The single rope has one rope centered over the top plane
of the payload. Applying PAT to this configuration shifts the COM rotation axis to the top
plane of the payload. The PAT distance d = 0.58 meters, which is half the height of the
small-scale model. The single rope set up uses a double pendulum model where the second
arm length L2 = d = 0.58 m. See Figure 3.6. The other set up includes 4 ropes at the top
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plane’s corners. With 4 ropes, the PAT distance d = 4.11 meters (3.53 meters of rope plus
0.58 meters from half the payload’s height), which is from the payload’s COM to the rescue
pulley. The quad rope setup uses a single pendulum with arm length L1 = d = 4.11 m as
shown in Figure 3.7. The quad rope suspension setup is most similar to the 4 steel cables
that suspend the EUSO-SPB2 payload from the truck plate. It is expected that an increase
in the PAT distance will decrease the motion induce on the payload. This was an additional
motivation for doing the single rope suspension since the motion of the quad rope setup
may be too small to be measured with inertial measurement unit (IMU) used. Comparing
these two setups and their PAT distance creates a methodology of how to treat multi-rope
suspensions and how they extend the axis of rotation. The results are discussed in the model
validation section.
Figure 3.6: Single rope setup described as a double pendulum. Where in PAT d = L2 =
0.58 m..
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Figure 3.7: Quad rope setup described as a single pendulum. Where in PAT d = L1 = 4.11
meters (3.53 meters of rope plus 0.58 meters from half the payload’s height).
3.5 MATLAB Setup
When creating a multi-arm pendulum model with many DOF, the Lagrangian equation
size can include many terms with non trivial interacting generalized coordinates. This makes
a lengthy process for generating the equations of motion. With the help of modern mathe-
matical software packages such as MATLAB or Mathematica, the equations of motion can
be generated easily and put into a ODE solver.
First, the Lagrangian is defined symbolically with its kinetic and potential energy terms.
An example of how the Lagrangian is form is seen in Listing A.1. This code creates a
pendulum model for EUSO-SPB2. In MATLAB, the generalized coordinates and velocities
must first be defined as symbolic variables. The generalized positions are generated with a
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rotation matrix function and placed into a matrix. The lengths are placed into a matrix in
a specific position which is dependent on the rotation matrix and orientation of the model’s
coordinate axis. These lengths are multiplied by the rotation matrix function which defines
the position and orientation. The jacobian MATLAB function is applied to the position
matrix to generate the velocity matrix. As stated in the generalized coordinate section,
the third column in the 3x3 Y-X-Z rotation matrix is what is used to describe the Y,X,Z
position of the masses/rigid bodies. Depending on the available DOF for that joint, angles
can be specified for the allowable rotations. Any additional joints or bodies are added with
their angles using the previous joint as their reference origin. This creates a linked chain
of rigid bodies where the lower rigid bodies positions and velocities are dependent on the
above joint’s position and velocity. Next, the 3x3 MOI tensor matrix is defined with its
addition of the parallel axis theorem. The MOI matrix is determined by creating a CAD
model in SolidWorks and it’s MOI can be calculated with the mass property feature as shown
in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Small-scale wood payload model CAD mass properties using the SolidWorks
mass features tool. The moment of inertia is calculated in respect to the output coordinate
orientation used in the simulation.
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Equation 3.3 is used to calculate the kinetic energy of the masses and rigid body for
the model. The same is also done for the potential energy using Equation 3.6. The simple
Lagrangian is defined and the EOM are generated through Listing A.2. EUSO-SPB2’s
simulation Lagrangian and EOM are listed in ??.
The EOM Creation Force script uses the Euler-Lagrange tool package. This MATLAB
package gives the ability to implement internal generalized coordinate dependent forces, ex-
ternal independent forces, and joint friction into a vector field function that MATLAB’s
ODE45 function can solve [22]. This is seen as an alternative compared to typical dynamical
solving methods that involve creating one’s own function handles for the ODE45 function
[23]. The package can also create Simulink blocks for developing MATLAB Simulink models.
Since the applied torque from the telescope is applied every position step, step function
logic is used in conjunction with MATLAB’s ODE45 function that can turn the applied
torque on or off at a stated time. The torque is applied for time segments of acceleration,
constant velocity, and deceleration. This creates the ability to have a motion prior to the
telescope rotation, motion with a telescope rotation applied, and a subsequent resulting mo-
tion with no telescope rotation applied. The ODE45 step function logic is seen in Listing A.3.
First, the initial conditions are defined with X0 and converted to radians. Next, the in-
dividual time segments are defined. As seen in Listing A.3, there is an initial time frame of
motion prior to the a telescope rotation being applied. The next time segment is the accel-
eration and it is estimated to 0.5 seconds. The magnitude of the acceleration is the motor’s
velocity over 1 second. The next defining time segment is when the motor is turning at a
constant velocity and is assuming no gear backlash. This takes into account the constant
velocity torque application found with non-symmetrical objects as seen with equation 3.10.
Gear backlash could be estimated depending on if its rotating against or with grav-
ity. Rotating against gravity would apply the torque as a motor re-acceleration. Rotating
with gravity would be a non-trivial falling motion until the gear train catches the telescope,
resulting in the telescope bouncing. Since we are only concerned for the rotation angle dis-
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placement of just the telescope rotation with no gear backlash, this is not looked into further
or applied in the simulation.
Once the constant velocity time frame is completed (which is dependent on how much
of a telescope rotation is applied at a given speed), a deceleration time frame is created.
As stated earlier, the deceleration is estimated to our motor’s velocity for 0.5 seconds. The
resulting motion time frame is defined after for any subsequent motion. Parameters such as
the joint/rigid body masses, the lengths of the pendulum arms, gravity and joint resistance
are defined. Joint resistance in our case is estimated through our smaller wooden model
analysis by how the induced motion subsides. External forces are predetermined and defined
as described in the Telescope Torque Analysis section. All of these parameters are included
in the respective ODE45 functions for their specific purposed steps. A summarized step
function logic diagram is shown in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: Step function logic used to apply acceleration, constant velocity, and deceleration
torque. Each segment uses the ending time, position, and velocity as initial conditions for
the next segment. X is a varied parameter dependent on the motor’s velocity and desired
rotation.
For the step function logic to work, the final position/velocity conditions from each of the
joints are used as initial conditions for the next motion segment. This mimics the actions of
turning the motor on, running the motor for a specified time, and then turning the motor
off. The lists are added to each other to create two matrices, one with position and velocity,
and the other with the overall time. The total matrix is analyzed as angle over time or
used to make animations within MATLAB. This process is used to model the small wooden
telescope model and the EUSO-SPB2 project.
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3.6 Symbolic Lagrangian Check
For Lagrangian systems, simple characteristics exist for all pendulums. Regardless of
the available DOF or generalized forces, the terms for the natural frequency of a single
pendulum (non-physical or physical) should still be found. To get the natural frequency, the
ODE system of EOM are solved. The natural frequency for a single pendulum (non-physical








when the small angle approximation
is applied. The following equations of motion are from a single pendulum with a universal
joint (non-physical and physical) and the small angle approximation is used.



























The addition of 2L2m to the MOI stems from both axes contributing a translating COM
point particle term. The red highlighted terms are the expected natural frequencies and
smaller non-linear terms couple the system of equations. Although the ODE is not solved, it
is obvious that the greater contributing terms are very similar to the known simple pendulum
angular frequency despite the additional DOF complexity.
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CHAPTER 4
MECHANICAL MODEL - SIMULATION MODEL VALIDATION
Validating the simulation model is required to determine its accuracy to reality. A sim-
ple wooden payload model was constructed with a rotating internal telescope and drivetrain.
The drivetrain consisted of a metal rod held by low friction bearings and coupled to a worm
gear drive with a 1:30 gear ratio. The drivetrain can be powered by dc motors at 4, 10, and
20 rpm. Using a MotoG7 phone with the Sensor Kinetics app [24], angle displacements are
measured to the 0.001 of a degree. The angle orientation is determined in the app using the
in-board LSM6DSM 6DoF inertial measurement unit sensor [25, 26].
4.1 Small-Scale Payload Construction
The small-scale wood payload was first designed in SolidWorks. The payload is built
using 2x4 wood studs, 3 inch screws, a rotary steel drive shaft, through-hole aluminium
clamp on frame fittings, dc motors, and low profile steel ball bearings. The model weighs a
total of 51kg and its specifications are listed in Table 4.1
Table 4.1: Small-scale wood payload model specifications.
Small-Scale Wood Payload (Total weight of 51 kg)
Payload Frame Dimension 1.02 m (L) x 1.22 m (W) x 1.07 m (H)
Payload Frame Mass 34.67 kg
Internal Telescope Dimension 1.17 m (L) x 0.41 m (W) x 0.46 m (H)
Internal Telescope Mass 16.33 kg
The drivetrain consists of a steel shaft and a rigid two-piece shaft coupling connecting
a ServoCity 1:30 worm drive gear box. The worm drive gear box houses the spur dc gear
motor. The CAD design and finished model are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: CAD Model of small-scale wood payload.
Figure 4.2: Finished wood model of small-scale CAD payload.
The wood model is equipped with lifting brackets on all four corners and a center board
that could be attached and removed for single rope suspension. The payload was tested in
two configurations: four (quad) ropes (one attached at each top plane corner) and the other
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is a single rope centred in the top plane. This was to explore a methodology of how to apply
the parallel axis theorem to different rope setups. The quad rope model is more similar to
the EUSO-SPB2 truck plate flight train component but will induce a lower magnitude of
dynamic motion. The quad rope model is described as a single pendulum where the PAT
distance is the length from the payload’s COM to the rescue pulley (d = L1) as seen in
Figure 4.3. This setup has a PAT distance d of 4.11 meters. With the single rope, the
rigid body rotates around a connecting axis in the payload’s top plane. The single rope
configuration is described by a double pendulum where the second pendulum arm length is
the distance from the rigid body’s COM to the top of the payload. This second pendulum
arm length (L2) is also the same distance d in the added PAT for its inertia matrix. The L2
and d value for this simulation model is 0.58 meters (half the height of the wooden model).
The simulation model comparison is summarized in the following figures.
Figure 4.3: Quad rope simulation model with a single pendulum. Where in PAT d =
L1 = 4.11 m.
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Figure 4.4: Quad rope suspension setup that uses the single pendulum simulation model.
Figure 4.5: Single rope simulation model with a double pendulum. Where in PAT d =
L2 = 0.58 m.
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Figure 4.6: Single rope suspension setup that uses the double pendulum simulation model.
With this basis, the questions that were addressed in this experiment are:
• How close is the acceleration and deceleration induced angle peak to peak (P-P) am-
plitudes of the mechanical model compare to the simulation model?
• How does the motor speed affect the induced motion and resulting motion?
4.2 Procedure
The single and quad rope suspension configurations were tested at three different rotation
speeds. This was to compare the difference between the torque induced motion from different
motor speeds. For each motor, three trials are conducted for the clockwise (CW) rotation
(against gravity) and counter clockwise (CCW) rotation. With either CW or CCW, the
telescope can only rotate 84◦. Each trial followed the procedure below.
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1. Manually rotate the telescope to its furthest top (CW) position (84◦ from bottom
horizontal crossbeam).
2. Make the payload as still as possible and then start data collection.
3. Wait 20 seconds and turn on DC power supply to begin rotating the telescope. Record
motor start time.
4. Turn off DC power supply before the telescope collides with the payload’s horizontal
crossbeam. Record motor stop time.
5. Wait an additional 30 seconds - 5 minutes to measure the resulting motion and end
data collection.
6. Repeat steps 2-5 for CCW rotation.
7. Repeat steps 1-5 for 3 trials for each motor.
4.3 Small-Scale Mechanical Model Data and Results
The measured results were compared to the simulation model (S.M.) through their degree
angle peak to peak (P-P) amplitude difference. The P-P amplitude is measured for the start
peak (motor on) and stopping peak (motor off). Three trials are measured and the standard
deviation of the respective peaks is calculated. Stationary background measurements are
taken of the payload and floor for systematic sensor error as shown in Figure 4.7. The
standard deviation and systematic error are quadratically summed [27].
Table 4.2 summarizes the motor’s advertised speed and load (from telescope mass) speed.
The telescope’s speed after the 1:30 worm gear drive is also listed.
Table 4.2: Motor’s advertised speed and speed at load when rotating the internal telescope.
The telescope’s speed is after the 1:30 gear reducer.
Motor Speed (rpm) Motor Load Speed (rpm) Motor Load Speed (deg/sec) Telescope Speed (deg/sec)
4 3.65 21.90 0.72
10 9.35 56.10 1.86
20 18.99 133.92 3.78
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The graphs displayed are distinguished using the motor’s advertised speed; however, ac-
tual motor speeds and telescope speeds are at load as stated in Table 4.2.
The motor specific parameters used for all single pendulum simulations and double pen-
dulum simulations are listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Motor specific generalized force parameters used for both simulation models.
Motor Simulation Parameters
Motor Advertised Speed 4 rpm 10 rpm 20 rpm
Motor Activation Time (seconds) 20 20 20
Motor Deactivation Time (seconds) 125 61 41
Torque Applied (Newton-meters in Pitch direction) 0.286 0.734 1.49
Figure 4.7: The following data is collected to analyze IMU sensor error. The phone was
placed on the non-moving payload and floor. The floor background’s root mean square
(rms) error is 0.009◦. The payload quad rope setup has a background rms error of 0.012◦.
The payload single rope setup has a background rms error of 0.029◦.
Both rope setups were made as still as possible for measuring background motion. The
background rms error increased as the sensor’s base became less stable. The most stable
base being the floor, and the least stable being the single rope setup. The floor’s rms error
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is quadratically subtracted from the quad rope and single rope rms error. The respective
resultant rms errors are quadratically added to the three trial’s standard deviation.
Table 4.4: Background rms error collected from the floor, quad rope, and single rope setup.




The single pendulum (quad rope suspension) simulation parameters are listed in Ta-
ble 4.5.
Table 4.5: Simulation parameters used for all quad rope - single pendulum simulations.
Quad Rope - Single Pendulum Simulation Parameters
Mass M1 51 kg
Length L1 4.11 m
Rayleigh Constant k 9
The first set of data shown in Table 4.6 is for the quad rope setup in the clockwise
direction. The counter clockwise direction is not included because of reasons described in
section 4.4. Due to the small motion induced in the quad rope setup, motor start and stop
peaks were difficult to distinguish from noise. A low pass filter at 3 Hz was used for the
quad rope data collection.
The following graphs displayed for the quad rope setup are separated into two different
time domains. The first picture of each motor includes the full 5 minutes of data and
dissipation. The following pictures focuses on the induced torque motion amplitudes from
starting and stopping the motor.
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Table 4.6: Averaged start and stop peak to peak amplitudes of 3 clockwise quad rope trials
for 20 rpm, 10 rpm, and 4 rpm dc motors. The start peak is from the motor turning on and
the stop peak is from the motor turning off. The highlighted box represents the simulation
model degree being within error of the experimental data.
Quad Rope (Clockwise)
Motor Load rpm (Motor rpm) 18.99 rpm (20 rpm) 9.35 rpm (10 rpm) 3.65 rpm (4 rpm)
Simulation Model Start (Deg) 0.044 0.022 0.008
Average Start Peak (Deg) 0.020 ±0.008 0.016 ±0.009 0.006 ±0.009
Difference 0.024 0.006 0.002
Simulation Model Stop (Deg) 0.079 0.022 0.015
Average Stop Peak (Deg) 0.021 ±0.008 0.016 ±0.010 0.007 ±0.009
Difference 0.058 0.006 0.008
Figure 4.8: Full 20 rpm data collection for quad rope suspension. A single pendulum simu-
lation model is used to simulate the motion.
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Figure 4.9: Torque-induced amplitude-focused data for quad rope suspension with a 20 rpm
motor. A single pendulum simulation model is used to simulate the motion.
Figure 4.10: Full 10 rpm data collection for quad rope suspension. A single pendulum
simulation model is used to simulate the motion.
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Figure 4.11: Torque-induced amplitude-focused data for quad rope suspension with a 10 rpm
motor. A single pendulum simulation model is used to simulate the motion.
Figure 4.12: Full 4 rpm data collection for quad rope suspension. A single pendulum simu-
lation model is used to simulate the motion.
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Figure 4.13: Torque-induced amplitude-focused data for quad rope suspension with a 4 rpm
motor. A single pendulum simulation model is used to simulate the motion.
The model parameters for the double pendulum simulation (single rope suspension) are
similar to the single pendulum simulation (quad rope suspension) through its M2 mass and
Rayleigh constant. The simulation models differ with an added M1 mass and L2 arm as
shown in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Simulation parameters used for all single rope - double pendulum simulations.
Single Rope - Double Pendulum Simulation Parameters
Mass M1 0.33 kg
Mass M2 51 kg
Length L1 3.20 m
Length L2 0.58 m
Rayleigh Constant k 9
By design, the single rope setup is more susceptible to changes in motion and does not
require a low pass filter for noise.
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Table 4.8: Averaged start and stop peak to peak amplitudes of 3 clockwise single rope trials
for 20 rpm, 10 rpm, and 4 rpm dc motors. The start peak is from the motor turning on and
the stop peak is from the motor turning off. The highlighted box represents the simulation
model degree being within error of the experimental data.
Single Rope (Clockwise)
Load rpm (Motor rpm) 18.99 rpm (20 rpm) 9.35 rpm (10 rpm) 3.65 rpm (4 rpm)
Simulation Model Start (Deg) 0.565 0.277 0.108
Average Start Peak (Deg) 0.399 ±0.066 0.194 ±0.029 0.072 ±0.032
Difference 0.166 0.083 0.036
Simulation Model Stop (Deg) 0.507 0.259 0.109
Average Stop Peak (Deg) 0.178 ±0.032 0.132 ±0.034 0.047 ±0.029
Difference 0.329 0.127 0.062
Figure 4.14: Full 20 rpm data collection for single rope suspension. A double pendulum
simulation model is used to simulate the motion.
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Figure 4.15: Torque-induced amplitude-focused data for single rope suspension with a 20
rpm motor. A double pendulum simulation model is used to simulate the motion.
Figure 4.16: Full 10 rpm data collection for single rope suspension. A double pendulum
simulation model is used to simulate the motion.
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Figure 4.17: Torque-induced amplitude-focused data for single rope suspension with a 10
rpm motor. A double pendulum simulation model is used to simulate the motion.
Figure 4.18: Full 4 rpm data collection for single rope suspension. A double pendulum
simulation model is used to simulate the motion..
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Figure 4.19: Torque-induced amplitude-focused data for single rope suspension with a 4 rpm
motor. A double pendulum simulation model is used to simulate the motion.
Figure 4.20: Rope setup and simulation model comparison of initial angle displacement from
the motor’s acceleration. The solid red line represents the quad rope suspension experimental
data along with its single pendulum (S.M.) dotted red line simulation model. The solid black
line represents the single rope experimental data along with its double pendulum (S.M.)
dashed black line simulation model.
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4.4 Discussion
The simulations are constructed with perfect conditions such as simple resistances or
perfect CAD to wood model construction. The payload’s non-symmetrical construction re-
sults in being unbalanced. This can be seen in Figure 4.18 where the trials starts at an
angle of zero and ends with a constant displacement of -0.05 degrees. Further balancing will
eliminate this trend. Rayleigh resistance was simply made a low value to estimate the ob-
served dissipation of the single rope setup. Resistance increases as angular velocity increases.
This is obvious in the single rope figures where extreme motion subsides to slow-dissipating
small-oscillations.
The CCW direction is not included because of the severe gear backlash found with the
worm gear box when rotating with gravity (CCW). This caused the telescope to repeatably
rotate faster than the motor and get caught by the gear box, resulting in a bounce when the
motor caught back up with the rotation. Due to such, the CW motion is used to compare
data since it limits gear backlash.
The quad rope data noticeably reaches the noise floor of the IMU sensor when the 4
rpm motor is used. Figure 4.12 exhibits gyroscope drift error as shown in Figure 4.7. The
feature of gyroscope drift results from little to no motion that is smaller than the accuracy
of the IMU. Motion was observed in the payload during the 4 rpm motor trials; however,
motion measurements of acceleration and deceleration features are difficult to distinguish
from noise. The 10 rpm motor was hardly above this accuracy threshold but, acceleration
and deceleration features are still measured.
The quad rope setup’s magnitude difference is consistently lower than the single rope
difference. The single rope difference does not fall within experimental error. However, both
of the simulation model’s difference from the experimental data decrease significantly as the
motor’s rpm decreases. The accuracy increases by 1 order of magnitude as the motor’s speed
decreases from 20 to 4 rpm. With slower motor speeds, lower accelerations are applied to
the payload which decreases the magnitude of unseen dynamics that arise from such quad
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rope and single rope configurations. In terms of pendulum mechanics, the more magnitude
severe conditions applied, the more sensitive the initial conditions of the system become. As
motor speed decreases, less magnitude severe conditions are applied. Both simulation mod-
els however, consistently predict higher than measured motion. With this trend, differences
between the simulation and small-scale model are less concerning. The actual motion can
be assumed to be less than the simulation’s predicted motion.
The single rope experimental data start peak magnitude is consistently greater than the
stop peak. This is believed to be from the gearbox’s first engagement being on the accel-
eration scale of the motor’s load rpm before the 1:30 gear reducer. The lower deceleration
peak (motor off) is believed to be a combination of gradual slow down of the gear reducer
and the flex of the components due to the weight of the telescope. The same pattern is
believed to also reside in the quad rope setup; however, it is less apparent. Due to the quad
rope setup’s greater resistance to motion, the difference between the start and stop peaks is
smaller. To reduce initial motion from acceleration, gear backlash must be reduced. This
decreases the available space to accelerate before engaging. Despite such, the greater the
gear reducer, the less torque applied to the payload through deceleration. Another factor
is the direction of the payload’s pitch angular velocity when the telescope motor is turned
off. Since the motor’s deceleration has a direction and magnitude, this may either add or
counteract the residual motion. For the small-scale model and EUSO-SPB2 simulations,
instances of additive motion were used for this thesis analysis.
Qualitatively, the pendulum simulation models fit their respective suspension setups in
terms of magnitude pitch differences of φ ≤ 0.05◦for the single pendulum and φ ≤ 0.17◦for
the double pendulum. The PAT application successfully matched the measured motion mag-
nitudes between the two rope setups. The simulations’ motion magnitudes also successfully
decreased within reason as the motor rpm decreased. With slower rotation speeds, the P-
P difference decreased significantly. The Lagrangian pendulum models fit well to a simple




The EUSO-SPB2 simulation is rotating its internal Cherenkov telescope in two ways: ±
6◦and +6/-90◦from the horizon. Rotating this telescope is a 1.8 ◦stepper motor attached to a
1:100 gear reducer. The torque from the acceleration/deceleration is applied for 0.5 seconds.
The constant angular velocity is applied for 666.67 ( to rotate ± 6◦) or 5333.33 ( to rotate
+6/-90◦) seconds. Modeling the EUSO-SPB2 flight train is a double pendulum. The first
joint is a spherical joint representing the circular termination ring above the parachute. The
second joint is treated as a universal joint modeling the truck plate suspending the payload.
The example model is shown in Figure 5.1
Figure 5.1: Double pendulum simulation model for EUSO-SPB2 with multiple DOF. M1 is
the truck plate (universal joint) and M2 is the rigid body payload. L1 is the cable ladder
and parachute. L2 is the four steel cable suspension holding the top planes of the payload
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The simulation model’s initial conditions are set to zero to analyze just the motion in-
duced from the Cherenkov telescope rotation. The torque applied parameters are listed in
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Three graphs are generated for each telescope rotation scenario.
The first graph is the full simulation time for the pitch φ direction. The full simulation time
includes multiple hours of resulting motion after the telescope finishes rotating. The second
graph focuses on the acceleration/deceleration induced motion. Both motion scenarios pro-
duce the same initial acceleration however, the deceleration induced motion depends on the
angular velocity prior to its application. The third graph is the full simulation time including
the pitch φ, roll θ, and yaw ψ.
Table 5.1: EUSO-SPB2 simulation generalized force parameters. The torque is defined as
(Pitch φ, Roll θ, Yaw ψ). The Cherenkov telescope in this instance is rotating a total of 12
degrees.
EUSO-SPB2 Generalized Force Parameters
Rotation Scenario ± 6 ◦
Acceleration/Deceleration Torque (Nm) (16.3, -4.22, 2.19*10−2)
Acceleration/Deceleration Torque Time 0.5 Seconds
Constant Angular Velocity Torque (Nm) (0., -6.91*10−8,−1.32 ∗ 10−5)
Constant Angular velocity Time 666 Seconds
Table 5.2: EUSO-SPB2 simulation generalized force parameters. The torque is defined as
(Pitch φ, Roll θ, Yaw ψ). The Cherenkov telescope in this instance in rotating a total of 96
degrees.
EUSO-SPB2 Generalized Force Parameters
Rotation Scenario +6/-90 ◦
Acceleration/Deceleration Torque (Nm) (16.3, -4.22, 2.19*10−2)
Acceleration/Deceleration Torque Time 0.5 Seconds
Constant Angular Velocity Torque (Nm) (0., -6.91*10−8,−1.32 ∗ 10−5)
Constant Angular velocity Time 5333 Seconds
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Table 5.3: EUSO-SPB2 simulation pendulum parameters.
EUSO-SPB2 Simulation Parameters
Mass M1 22.67 kg
Mass M2 1882.01 kg
Length L1 75 m
Length L2 4.37 m
Rayleigh Constant k 9
Figure 5.2: Full EUSO-SPB2 payload pitch simulation with ± 6◦ Cherenkov telescope mo-
tion. The total rotation angle is 12◦with a constant angular velocity torque application of
666.66 seconds.
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Figure 5.3: Angular acceleration focused motion of EUSO-SPB2 payload pitch simulation
with ± 6◦ Cherenkov telescope motion.
Figure 5.4: Angular deceleration focused motion of EUSO-SPB2 payload pitch simulation
with ± 6◦ Cherenkov telescope motion.
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Figure 5.5: Full EUSO-SPB2 payload pitch, roll, and yaw simulation with ± 6 ◦Cherenkov
telescope motion.
Figure 5.6: Full EUSO-SPB2 payload pitch simulation with +6/-90◦ Cherenkov telescope
motion. The total rotation angle is 96◦with a constant angular velocity torque application
of 5333 seconds.
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Figure 5.7: Angular deceleration focused motion of EUSO-SPB2 payload pitch simulation
with +6/-90◦ Cherenkov telescope motion.
Figure 5.8: Full EUSO-SPB2 payload pitch, roll, and yaw simulation with +6/-90◦ Cherenkov
telescope motion.
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Table 5.4: EUSO-SPB2 pitch φ motion simulation results.
EUSO-SPB2 Payload Simulation
Motion Scenario ± 6◦ +6/-90◦
Simulation Model Motor Start (Deg) 0.004 0.004
Simulation Model Motor Stop (Deg) 0.008 0.005
5.1 EUSO-SPB2 Simulation Exploration
The EUSO-SPB2 simulation is repeated with different Cherenkov telescope angular ve-
locities and masses to explore how these specific parameters effect the induced payload pitch
tilt motion. The telescope assembly mass is manually adjusted within SolidWorks and the
torque required to rotate the telescope assembly is calculated for the respective varying
masses. The EUSO-SPB2 payload SolidWorks assembly MOI is recalculated including the
altered telescope assembly mass. Each telescope mass is rotated a total of 12 degrees (± 6)
at 0.5, 1.8, and 6 degrees/second with a 1:100 gear reducer.
Figure 5.9: Simulated payload motion in pitch direction from motor’s start acceleration.
Three different ω angular velocities were applied to four different Cherenkov telescope masses.
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Figure 5.10: Simulated payload motion in pitch direction from motor’s stopping deceleration.
Three different ω angular velocities were applied to four different Cherenkov telescope masses.
Figure 5.11: Simulated payload motion in pitch direction from motor’s start acceleration.
The Cherenkov telescope’s mass is varied and is rotated at 1.8 degrees/second. A linear
trend line is fitted to the data and the R2 value is calculated.
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Figure 5.12: Simulated payload motion in pitch direction from motor’s start acceleration.
Three different ω angular velocities were applied to four different Cherenkov telescope masses.
Figure 5.13: Simulated payload motion in pitch direction from motor’s stopping deceleration.
Three different ω angular velocities were applied to four different Cherenkov telescope masses.
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Figure 5.14: Simulated payload motion in pitch direction from motor’s start acceleration.
The Cherenkov telescope is 202.74 kg and is rotated at varying angular velocities. A linear
trend line is fitted to the data and the R2 value is calculated.
5.2 EUSO-SPB2 Simulation Results Discussion
As shown in the small-scale model’s experimental analysis, the simulation data is con-
sistently greater than or equal to the acceleration/deceleration induced motion. This thesis
predicts that the EUSO-SPB2 payload will experience a pitch angle displacement of φ ≤
0.008◦. This is far less than the pointing resolution of the on-board telescopes. An impor-
tant factor is the motion prior to the acceleration or deceleration. Depending on the payload’s
angular velocity direction, the acceleration/deceleration may add or subtract to the residual
motion. Since the motion simulated is less than eight thousandths of a degree, any additive
residual displacement will not be greater than the 0.1◦ pointing resolution. Delaying data
collection after the telescope finishes rotating is not required under these predictions. Roll
θ motion does not concern EUSO-SPB2’s telescopes especially at its predicted magnitudes.
The yaw ψ motion magnitude is also minuscule to require coarse motor rotations.
When varying the Cherenkov telescope mass and angular velocity, the pitch angle fol-
lowed a linear trend. A linear line was fitted to the data with a coefficient of determination
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value of 1 ≥ R2 ≥ 0.999, indicating its linearity. A lower telescope mass required less torque
to be rotated at a stated angular velocity, which induces a lower payload pitch angle. A
grater mass required more torque to be rotated which applies more motion into the system.
Increasing the angular velocity also increases the initial acceleration step which is where the
majority of the torque is generated.
Although the EUSO-SPB2 payload simulation states that the motion is of no concern, this
is under the circumstance of zero motion before the telescope’s rotational torque is applied.
In works such as Measurements of Gondola Motion on a Stratospheric Balloon Flight [28],
a smaller stratospheric balloon flight train is equipped with an IMU and measurements are
taken at a float altitude of 30km. Pitch motion measured from this payload at float altitude
is on the magnitude of 0.06◦. Residual motion from launch and increasing altitude turbu-
lence is expected to induce greater motion than the torque from the Cherenkov telescope
rotation. Adding a probable float altitude motion, the largest pitch degree expected is 0.068.
With the evidence provided, the pointing resolution of EUSO-SPB2’s telescope should not




EUSO-SPB2 is a long duration balloon experiment that will fly two optical astroparti-
cle telescopes; a fluorescence telescope and a Cherenkov telescope. The pitch angle of the
Cherenkov telescope will be changed during flight between ± 6◦or +6/-90◦. The act of ro-
tating this telescope induces a reaction torque that generates pitch φ motion in the payload.
This pitch motion is simulated and analyzed in respect to the Cherenkov telescope’s 0.1◦
pitch pointing resolution requirements. Well developed R&D has led to balloon payloads
with telescopes that have astronomical pointing accuracy (sub arc-second). Little R&D was
identified for changing the pitch angle of instruments during flight requiring only sub degree
accuracy. Sub-arc second stability, however, is complex compared to EUSO-SPB2’s require-
ments. This thesis reports on a simple mathematical model and mechanical model that were
developed to model EUSO-SPB2 as a double pendulum where the first mass is the truck
plate (steel plate that suspends the payload) and second mass is the rigid body payload. The
torque required to rotate the Cherenkov telescope is simply applied in the opposite direction
to the payload’s center of mass. Simulation results predicted a pitch peak-to-peak amplitude
of φ ≤ 0.008◦. Factoring in a possible residual float altitude motion from launch and ascent,
the largest degree of motion expected is 0.068◦. This is well within EUSO-SPB2’s on-board
telescope’s pointing resolution and does not require motion dampening methods.
The rotational motion of a small-scale payload with an internal rotating telescope was
measured with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) and compared to its Lagrangian pendu-
lum simulations. Two rope setups were tested with three different rpm motors for rotating
the telescope. One setup includes four ropes holding onto the top plane of the payload. This
suspension is stable and motion is difficult to measure with the available IMU sensitivity.
Due to such, a second setup decreased stability by centering one rope over the top plane
of the small payload. The two rope setups differed by their distance between the parallel
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axes of the payload’s center of mass and rope’s point of connection. This was also to create
a methodology of applying pendulum models to payloads supported by several ropes since
the four ropes extend the pendulum’s axis of rotation. The four rope setup was modeled
by a single pendulum. This most closely resembles the EUSO-SPB2 payload hanging from
the truck plate. The single pendulum simulation model’s pitch motion is on the scale of
0.008◦ ≤ φ ≤ 0.08◦ with differences varying from 0.002 - 0.058◦. The single rope setup was
modeled by a double pendulum. The double pendulum simulation model’s pitch motion is on
the scale of 0.108◦ ≤ φ ≤ 0.565◦ with differences varying from 0.036 - 0.329◦. Both simulation
models predicted higher-than-measured pitch motion. The parallel axis theorem application
successfully scaled to the measured motion magnitudes between the two ropes setups. The
simulation model also successfully scaled to decreasing motor rpm speeds. The simulation
model’s difference from the experimental data decreased by one order of magnitude as the
motor’s rpm decreased from 20 to 4 rpm. The small-scale model gave mechanical insight
in creating simple rigid body pendula for different payload suspensions. The small differ-
ences between the model and simulation presented confidence for the rigid double pendulum
simulation of the EUSO-SPB2 payload. It can be concluded upon that the estimated pitch
motion of φ ≤ 0.068◦in the EUSO-SPB2 payload will not affect the 0.1◦ pointing resolution
of its on-board telescopes
6.1 Future Work
Additional work can be done in suspending the actual EUSO-SPB2 payload for mea-
surements and describing the induce telescope torque by reactions torques instead of pure
torques. A more in-depth motion dissipation and joint resistance analysis would also be
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Listing A.1: Matlab small-scale payload model symbolic Lagrangian creation.
%This model s imu la t e s a doub le l i n k pendulum where the f i r s t j o i n t i s a
%b a l l / s p h e r i c a l j o i n t which a l l ow s f o r 3 DOF {phi , th t , p s i } whi l e the
%second j o i n t i s a t ruck p l a t e on ly a l l ow ing 2 DOF {phi , th t , 0} . A
r i g i d
%body gondola i s p laced below the second j o i n t and uses the p a r a l l e l
a x i s
%theorem .
% Define symbo l i c v a r i a b l e s
syms L1 L2 L3 M1 M2 MB M3 g
syms phi1 phi1 d phi2 phi2 d phi3 phi3 d
syms tht1 tht1 d tht2 tht2 d tht3 tht3 d
syms ps i 1 p s i 1 d ps i 2 p s i 2 d ps i 3 p s i 3 d
syms lambda t I w Ixx Iyy I z z
% Define v a r i a b l e s as p o s i t i v e or r e a l to a r r i v e at r e a l s o l u t i o n s
%Dims
assume ( L1 , ’ p o s i t i v e ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( L2 , ’ p o s i t i v e ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( L3 , ’ p o s i t i v e ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( M1, ’ p o s i t i v e ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( M2, ’ p o s i t i v e ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( MB, ’ p o s i t i v e ’ ) ;
%Angles
assumeAlso ( tht1 , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( phi1 , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( ps i1 , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( tht1 d , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( phi1 d , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( ps i1 d , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( tht2 , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( phi2 , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( ps i2 , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( tht2 d , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( phi2 d , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( ps i2 d , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( tht3 , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
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assumeAlso ( phi3 , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( ps i3 , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( tht3 d , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( phi3 d , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( ps i3 d , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
%Extra Constants / Varas
assumeAlso ( g , ’ p o s i t i v e ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( t , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
assumeAlso ( lambda , ’ r e a l ’ ) ;
% Define symbo l i c po s i t i on , v e l o c i t y , and f o r c e v e c t o r s
% po s i t i o n coord ina t e s
q = [ phi1 ; tht1 ; p s i 1 ; phi2 ; tht2 ; p s i 2 ; phi3 ; tht3 ; p s i 3 ] ;
% v e l o c i t y v ec t o r
q d = [ phi1 d ; tht1 d ; p s i 1 d ; phi2 d ; tht2 d ; p s i 2 d ; phi3 d ; tht3 d ; p s i 3 d ] ;
% Kinematics
K1 r AB = [ 0 ; 0 ; L1 ] ;
K2 r BC = [ 0 ; 0 ; L2 ] ;
% Pos i t i on s in i n e r t i a l frame , I ( po in t A = or i g i n o f I )
I r AB = ro ta t i on mat r i x ( phi1 , tht1 , 0) ∗K1 r AB ;
I r BC = ( ro ta t i on mat r i x ( phi2 , tht2 , 0 ) ∗ K2 r BC)+I r AB ;
% Ve l o c i t i e s in i n e r t i a l frame , I
I v A = jacob ian ( I r AB , q ) ∗ q d + d i f f ( I r AB , t ) ;
I v B = jacob ian ( I r BC , q ) ∗ q d + d i f f ( I r BC , t ) ;
%Define Payload ’ s MOI tensor and PAT app l i c a t i o n
%R vec to r from payload ’ s COM to t ruck p l a t e p a r a l l e l a x i s
R G = [−0.01 0 .22 4 . 3 7 ]
I Model = [ [ 5 0 5 1 . 4 4 −15.45 297.89;−15.45 2852.67 72 . 9 9 ; 2 97 . 8 9 72 .99
3554 . 47 ] + M2∗(dot (R G,R G) ∗eye (3 )−R G’∗R G) ;
I w Model = [ phi2 d tht2 d ps i 1 d ] ;
% System Kine t i c Energy , T
T = s imp l i f y ( . 5∗M1∗(dot ( I v A , I v A ) )+.5∗M2∗(dot ( I v B , I v B ) )
+.5∗( I w Model ) ∗ I Model ∗( t ranspose ( I w Model ) ) ) ;
% System Po t en t i a l Energy , V
V = M1∗ g ∗(L1 − ( dot ( I r AB , [ 0 ; 0 ; 1 ] ) ) )+ M2 ∗ g ∗ ( ( L1+L2) − (
dot ( I r BC , [ 0 ; 0 ; 1 ] ) ) ) ;
%Lagrange
L = s imp l i f y (T − V) ;
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%run ( ’EOM Creation NON FORCE .m’ )
%run ( ’EOM Creation FORCE .m’ )
function M = rota t i on mat r i x ( phi , tht , p s i ) %Phi=X Axis , Tht=Y Axis ,
Psi=Rotat ion about Z
% re turns a 3x3 r o t a t i on matrix f o r a g i v e ang l e
M = [ ( cos ( tht ) ∗cos ( p s i )+ sin ( phi ) ∗ sin ( tht ) ∗ sin ( p s i ) ) (−cos (
tht ) ∗ sin ( p s i ) + sin ( phi ) ∗ sin ( tht ) ∗cos ( p s i ) ) ( sin ( tht ) ∗cos
( phi ) ) ;
( cos ( phi ) ∗ sin ( p s i ) ) ( cos ( phi ) ∗cos ( p s i ) ) ( sin ( phi ) ) ;
( sin ( phi ) ∗cos ( tht ) ∗ sin ( p s i )−sin ( tht ) ∗cos ( phi ) ) ( sin ( phi
) ∗cos ( tht ) ∗cos ( p s i )+sin ( tht ) ∗ sin ( p s i ) ) ( cos ( phi ) ∗cos (
tht ) ) ] ;
end
Listing A.2: Matlab small-scale payload model Lagrangian equations of motion generation.
t ic
p r o f i l e on
syms L1 L2 L3 M1 M2 MB g M k
syms phi1 phi1 d phi2 phi2 d phi3 phi3 d
syms tht1 tht1 d tht2 tht2 d tht3 tht3 d
syms ps i 1 p s i 1 d ps i 2 p s i 2 d ps i 3 p s i 3 d
syms phi1F tht1F psi1F phi2F tht2F psi2F phi3F tht3F
% Arm add i t i on : Edi t X, par , Q i and Q e .
L = T − V;
X = {phi1 phi1 d tht1 tht1 d phi2 phi2 d tht2 tht2 d ps i 1 p s i 1 d } ;
Q i = {0 0 0 0 0} ;
Q e = {phi1F tht1F phi2F tht2F psi1F } ;
par = {L1 M1 L2 M2 g k } ;
% Apply Ray le igh d i s s i p a t i o n func t i on to j o i n t s f o r r e s i s t a n c e
R=(k/2) ∗ ( ( phi1 d ˆ2)+( tht1 d ˆ2)+(phi2 d ˆ2)+( tht2 d ˆ2)+(ps i 1 d ˆ2) ) ;
% ’k ’ Parameter f o r r e s i s t a n c e s c a l i n g .
VF = EulerLagrange (L ,X, Q i , Q e ,R, par , ’m’ , ’ SP sys FORCE ’ ) ;
time = toc
Listing A.3: Matlab small-scale payload model Lagrangian equations of motion step function
ODE solver.
%L Solve ode
%X0 = [ phi1 ph i1 d t h t 1 t h t 1 d phi2 ph i2 d t h t 2 t h t 2 d ps i1 p s i 1 d ]
X0 = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]∗ pi /180 ;
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tspan = [0 2 0 ] ;%Time frame o f i n i t i a l c ond i t i on s 20 seconds b e f o r e
motor s t a r t
tspanF=[ tspan (2 ) tspan (2 ) + . 5 ] ;%Acce l e ra t i on
tspanFV=[tspanF (2) tspanF (2) +105] ;%Constant Ve l o c i t y
tspanF1=[tspanFV (2) tspanFV (2) + . 5 ] ;%Dece l e ra t i on
tspanR=[tspanF1 (2) tspanF1 (2) +100] ;%Time frame o f r e s u l t a n t motion






%Join t Res i s tance
k=3;
%Externa l Forces (Nm)
%For 1.8 deg/ sec s t eppe r motor
phi1F = 0 ;
tht1F = 0 ;
phi2F = 4 . 7708 ;
tht2F = −0.0009;
psi1F = −0.0421;
%Constant torque from cons tant v e l o c i t y
phi1V = 0 ;
tht1V = 0 ;




opts = odese t ( ’ RelTol ’ , 1e−12, ’ AbsTol ’ , 1e−12) ;
[ t1 , Y1 ] = ode45 (@SP sys , tspan , X0 , opts , L1 ,M1, L2 ,M2, g , k ) ;
[ t2 , Y2 ] = ode45 (@SP sys FORCE , tspanF , Y1(end , : ) , opts , phi1F , tht1F ,
phi2F , tht2F , psi1F ,L1 ,M1, L2 ,M2, g , k ) ;
[ t2V , Y2V] = ode45 (@SP sys FORCE , tspanFV , Y2(end , : ) , opts , phi1V ,
tht1V , phi2V , tht2V , psi1V , L1 ,M1, L2 ,M2, g , k ) ;
[ t2F , YF] = ode45 (@SP sys FORCE , tspanF1 , Y2V(end , : ) , opts , −phi1F ,−
tht1F ,−phi2F ,−tht2F ,−psi1F , L1 ,M1, L2 ,M2, g , k ) ;
[ t3 , Y3 ] = ode45 (@SP sys , tspanR ,YF(end , : ) , opts , L1 ,M1, L2 ,M2, g , k ) ;
Y2 ( 1 , : ) = [ ] ;
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YF( 1 , : ) = [ ] ;
Y2V( 1 , : ) = [ ] ;
Y3 ( 1 , : ) = [ ] ;
t2 ( 1 , : ) = [ ] ;
t2V ( 1 , : ) = [ ] ;
t2F ( 1 , : ) = [ ] ;
t3 ( 1 , : ) = [ ] ;
space = [Y1 ;Y2 ;Y2V;YF;Y3 ] ;
time = [ t1 ; t2 ; t2V ; t2F ; t3 ] ;
%Sampling Rate
s = 1000 ; %(Hz)
r a t e = round ( (1/ s ) ∗ length ( time ) ) ;
%P l o t t i n gP l o t s ( space , time , L1 ,M1, L2 , M2, g , T, V)
%Movie
%make movie ( time , space , L1 , L2 )
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